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Abstract
Intelligent Extensive Markup Language Parser
Jaeyol Peter Lee, Hong Zeng, Department of Computer Science at Fort Hays State University
The purpose of this project was to simplify the process of modifying the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) file elements. Having to modify
multiple XML files that are used in huge database servers or websites is a
huge time-consuming work. I intended to simplify the process with a
program. This program was coded with C#. The focus of this project was
on making it user friendly, and have the user do less job to complete the
XML modification process. The XML base file was extracted from the
famous Korean online computer game, Maple Story. There are multiple
versions of the XML file, so I intended to make a program that converts
new XML files that are not supported by many programs to old XML,
compatible with many other programs and old client versions. The
project provides the algorithm and the mechanism of the program. The
completion of the project indicates that many processes that cannot be
done easily with just a mouse and keyboard can be done easily with just a
single button in a program.
Methodology
This project used the XML files of the Korean online computer game
which uses Type 3 of XML files, and the main function of the program is
to convert the files into Type 2. Since XML files are used in many server
and webpage developments, this program was coded with Object-
Oriented Programming, C#, which was suitable for server developments.
The original game client was in a file extension of .WZ file. To extract the
XML files, the program found online called XML Extractor was used to
extract all the XML files in the WZ file. The first task was to make a
function that can identify the name of directories and subdirectories.
There are many parent nodes inside the XML file, so the main working
folder was created to keep all the groups inside the working directory
shown in figure 4. The program was coded to create a folder called the
working directory if the folder did not exist. Before coding the function
to identify the directories, XML reading packages available in C# shown
in figure 5 was necessary for reading the XML files as a text to modify
the XML files. Then, to edit the XML files, it was coded to read all the
XML files in the working directory and scan the paths of the XML files to
find the name of the folders that XML files are located in. XML elements
that required modification were all under the node name _inlink, so all
the paths of _inlink nodes were scanned to change the value according
to its path. The name of the paths that included unnecessary strings
such as file extensions were handled to rename with only necessary
information (figure 6). Nodes named _inlink and _outlink were required
to change the name to source to make it compatible with the major XML
programs, so the program was coded to change the name of the
_in/_outlink nodes to source. Finally, the program was coded to delete
unnecessary nodes and elements which were named _hash to optimize
the storage the XML file takes up.
Introduction
Extensible Markup Language files (XML) are an extension of a computer
file that is used to save data of a server. It includes numbers, texts,
images, and types of computer variables such as Boolean, String, Int, etc.
XML files include nodes, which is a group name of a data collection, and
under the nodes, some elements are the data used in server
developments. For instance, under the category of fruit node, there can
be different nodes under such as red and yellow. Under the red node,
there are names of elements such as apple and strawberry, and the data
inside the apple would include the price value of the apple as shown
in Type 1. If the price value of apple and strawberry nodes occur to have
an equal value of price, developers must create new data just for the
price of strawberry. However, many XML related computer programs
accept the location of the data instead of writing a whole new data into
the new different element, which is strawberry in this case, to optimize
the storage used by the XML file as shown in Type 2. On the other hand,
some computer programs skip more information and save the location
value to somewhere else and simplify the location even more (figure 3).
XML files can read the nodes which would be directories(folders) if the
XML file was extracted into computer folders and files. For example,
inside the market folder, there would be a fruit folder and red, apple and
so on. This project intended to find the directories of this type of XML file
and change the value of the location elements to Type 2, so the XML file
can be supported by major XML programs. Instead of the price of food,
the XML files used in this project included images of the computer game
character.
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Figure 4: Default working folder for multiple XML files.
Figure 5: C# Library package XML was used to modify XML files.
Figure 6: Program deletes unnecessary directory names.
XML type: Type 1,2,3 of XML data
Programming
The program is designed to have
the user easily understand the
functions. The user interface of
the program is shown figure 7.
Once the user selects the
working directory of the XML
files, program is enabled. User
has options to choose the
functions. The first progress bar
shows the progress of in and out
links, and the second progress
bar shows the progress of
deleting _hash nodes. Users can
also view the instructions by
clicking the “help” button.
Figures 
Figure 7: User Interface of the program
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